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Editor’s welcome:
Dear members and volunteers,
As lockdown in the UK is gradually being eased, it is a
respite for businesses and project managers alike that
some form of normality will return, even though it may not
be to the same levels as that of pre-pandemic (though we
hope so!). In this month’s newsletter we focus on finding out
more about the Wicked Problem Solving (WPS) initiative,
what it means, and why should project managers be
focused on it.
I have no doubt that while many projects will continue to
thrive, there will be challenges, financially, structurally, and
human resource wide. Despite this, there has been some
good news.

Navjot Singh,
Newsletter Editor

As ever, please stay healthy and should you have any questions, then feel free to get in touch
with anyone of the PMI team. I hope to bring more good news in next month’s newsletter.
Kind regards,
Navjot
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UK Chapter News
Summer Webinars
Over the next month, there are some fantastic webinars
which are open to PMI UK members. Please find details of
these and the links to register below.

4th May @ 6.30pm
The Essence of Online Collaboration by Rod Willis
Join Rod Willis, a specialist in Group Dynamics, Mindsets
and online learning technologies to explore new tools
and methods that provide structure and objectivity in
understanding and managing effective collaboration in a
different context. Following on from his successful March
webinar, Rod’s workshop will take a deeper dive into
the three meta-views of collaboration potential: Online,
Learning, and Environment dynamics: and how each can
aid in organisational change and enhanced collaboration.
If you are interested in joining, please register here.

18th May @ 6.30pm
Using LinkedIn Effectively by Mark White
Mark White & ’The LinkedIn Professional’; is back by popular
demand after his webinar this March. This interactive
workshop builds on the webinar ‘How Professional is your
LinkedIn Brand’ and is for PMI UK Members only. This
workshop is for those of you who want to get to grips
with the LinkedIn platform, professionally, personally, or
both.
In the March webinar, Mark covered a number of
important aspects of professional branding and
networking on LinkedIn, with particular focus on three key
areas to manage effectively:
1 Your Personal Profile
2 Posting
3 Engagement
A video recording of this webinar is available for those
who missed it last month.

Registration is open for
other summer workshops,
including ‘Conscious
Alignment for Success’ by
George Diakonikolaou on
20th July @4pm. Register for
this event here and refer to
the PMI events webinar page
for additional upcoming
webinars; more will be
revealed soon so keep your
eyes peeled!

The next session will also be held on 15 th June; register
for either the May or June session here.
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How project managers influence sustainable
development webinar with Rob Leslie-Carter
Another fantastic webinar was held by the PMI UK Digital Events Team this month; many
thanks to Rob! For those unable to join and interested in sustainability in project management,
the video recording of the webinar can be found here.
In this webinar, Arup Director Rob Leslie-Carter discussed how to achieve net zero carbon
emissions through programmes and projects, and how every project manager can influence
sustainable development. With the COP26 looming ever closer, this is a key area for all project
management professionals in order to develop our knowledge and skills to align our operations
with our sustainability goals.

This infographic
gives a taster
of what was
covered in this
session and
how we can
‘think green’
as project
professionals.

About the Author
Rob Leslie-Carter is a Director with Arup based in London. He has worked
around the world with Arup for 28 years, and specialises in the planning, setup, leadership and delivery of complex infrastructure and property projects
both on client side and as leader of multidisciplinary teams.
His project track record includes the Beijing Olympics Water Cube, the Laban
Dance School in Deptford, New Acton Nishi in Canberra, Greenhouse by Joost
in Sydney, and currently Europe’s biggest project High Speed 2.
Rob is a regular public speaker on leadership, project management, organisational culture, the
future of work, and the road to Net Zero, and is a guest lecturer at the Bartlett at UCL and
previously at University of New South Wales.
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Insight from our contributors
Best practice guidelines and templates for business
cases webinar with Helen Winter
Earlier this year, the PMI UK Digital Events Team hosted this webinar which discussed the
purpose and challenges of business cases.
A business case is necessary in order to:
• Set out and gain consensus of the direction
of the project and scope from the senior
stakeholders.
• Justify the benefits and estimated costs.
• Provide enough evidence that the money
is worth being spent, allow funding to be
agreed or will show that it is not worth
doing which then prevents further money
being wasted.
• Makes sure the overall solution is agreed
and that it will meet the business needs.
Challenges include how to ensure that
senior management can understand the
main elements of the business case without
covering too much detail while giving them
confidence that enough analysis has gone
into it and that the business case is valid.

Other topics covered in the webinar
include:
• Defining the structure of a business
case
• Levels of detail and formats of
business cases
• Techniques and templates that can be
used in a business case for:
- Defining the problem
- Setting out the scope
- Benefits analysis
- Solution Options
- Project approach and deliverables
- Risks and Issues
- Cost analysis and assumptions
- Dependencies
- Impacts on target operating model
Want to know more? The video
recording can be found here.

About the Author
Helen Winter owns her own consultancy business helping organizations
to understand their root causes of problems, their requirements and
how to turn them into solutions. She has over 20 years’ Business change
experience, having worked as a consultant on all stages of the project
lifecycle on large-scale transformation programs within the financial
services, regulation, insurance and utility sectors. Helen is also a global
business author with publisher Kogan Page where the “The Business
Analysis Handbook” was shortlisted for 2 major industry awards. One was for contribution to
project management literature with PMI and the other was the Specialist book category for
the business books awards.
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The Wicked Problems
The Project Management Institute (PMI) has been working with various leaders globally
to bring project management to many people worldwide. The most recent release was an
innovation portal that launches various initiatives, each tackling a different area in the
profession, and each aimed at a slightly different audience.
If anything, this is a good example of an organisation who has brought the art of a product
launch to life. In today’s post, I will be sharing my thoughts on one of those initiatives: The
Wicked Problem Solving (WPS) initiative.
Before I talk about the add value, let me give you a high-level intro of what is WPS.
Earlier in March, I attended a webinar hosted by PMI introducing WPS to the public. The event
was delivered by the one and only Tom Wujec, the brain behind the concept. So, what is the
added value for project professionals in taking part in this initiative and getting certified as a
Wicked Problem Solver?
To understand the tool of WPS, we must understand Wicked Problems.
‘A wicked problem is a social or cultural problem that is difficult or impossible to solve for
as many as four reasons: incomplete or contradictory knowledge, the number of people
and opinions involved, the large economic burden, and the interconnected nature of
these problems with other problems.’ - Source: Wicked Problems (2021)

Looking at the definition, I think I will take the approach of a wicked problem is a problem that
is complex. Complexity brings a different level of difficulties because of the nature of the issue
or the number of stakeholders involved. If you are comfortable with this definition, then WPS
will make sense.
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The Wicked Problems
What is WPS?
WPS is an initiative
launched by PMI to help
professionals address
complex problems
in an innovative, test
approach to come up
with potential solutions.
In the event, Tom Wujec
talked about the top
ten skills required in the
next decade according
to the World Economic
Forum (WEF). The top
three skills required
are analytical thinking
and innovation, active
learning and learning
strategies, and complex
problem solving.

Fig 1: Future of Jobs Report, Worked Economic Forum (2020)

I am always fascinated by the shift of skills required for businesses to sustain their successes
or to grow. As a quality professional, there are certain skills that are required from me that
have started to see the light for the wider footprint of businesses; which is a joy I must admit.
The WPS, while it is a project management initiative, is a brilliant tool for quality professionals
out there. How many of you is involved in supporting an improvement initiative to the business
based on an audit? How many of you is involved in facilitating a brain storming session to
enhance a process that will increase customer satisfaction? Can you see where I am going
with this yet?
As a certified project manager and a quality professional, these skills have always
complemented what I do. To work in a certain context and drive high level of governance,
assurance, and improvement, having certain project management skills increased the chances
of my programme’s success. And this is exactly what the added value of WPS is!
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The Wicked Problems
Creative problem solving, that is structured,
easy to follow, built on tools we are already
familiar with, and can be conducted in a
virtual environment is something definitely
worth looking into.
WPS is now live and I have included the link
for you to access. I have not registered
yet to take the training. If you have done
so already, and would like to share your
feedback, please do! I would love to hear
from you.

And if you are still unsure about WPS,
here is a TED Talk from Tom Wujec six
years’ ago!

View the course here
About the Author
Rashad Issa, MSc, CQP FCQI
Rashad is a senior business leader, strategy specialist, and an
operational quality, governance & assurance expert. He guides
the development and delivery of robust operational strategies
for ambitious, growing businesses. He is a Trustee and a Fellow
of the Chartered Quality Institute. He is also passionate about
history and regularly volunteers for the Historic Royal Palaces.
Rashad is the Director of Chapter Operations for PMI UK.
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In April & May we are planning the following events.
27th April

P
 MI UK Webinar: Are you setting yourself up for success?
27th April 2021
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/pmi-uk-webinar-areyou-setting-yourself-up-for-success-27th-april-2022

28th April

PMI UK Toastmasters Event. 28th April 2021
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/pmi-uk-toastmastersevent-28th-april-2021

29th April

The PM Book Club: Tame Your Work Flow - Q&A with the author.
29th April 2021
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/the-pm-book-clubtame-your-work-flow-q-a-with-the-author-29th-april-2021

4th May		

PMI UK Virtual Workshop: The Essence of Online Collaboration.
4th May 2021
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/pmi-uk-virtualworkshop-the-essence-of-online-collaboration-4th-may-2021

10th May	Project Management Virtual Conference. 10th - 11th May 2021
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/project-managementvirtual-conference-10th-11th-may-2021
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Who’s who?
Board Members

Ciaran Smith,
Chapter President

Chris Field,
Vice President

Franco Guarella,
Director of Finance

Director of Volunteering

Nigel Smith,

ciaran.m.smith@pmi.org.uk

Chris.Field@pmi.org.uk

franco.guarrella@pmi.org.uk

nigel.smith@pmi.org.uk

Henry Gibbins,

Rashad Issa,

Alla Antoniuk,

Joanna Newman,

Director of Corporate
Outreach

Director of
Operations

Director of
Marketing

Director of
Membership

henry.gibbins@pmi.org.uk

rashad.issa@pmi.org.uk

alla.antoniuk@pmi.org.uk

joanna.newman@pmi.org.uk

Emma Arnaz-Pemberton,
Director of Professional
Development

Dan Auld,

Rachel Wong,

Merv Wyeth,

Director of Technology

Director of Academic
Outreach

Director of Branches

emma.arnaz-pemberton@pmi.org.uk

dan.auld@pmi.org.uk

rachel.wong@pmi.org.uk

merv.wyeth@pmi.org.uk
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Regional Chairs
Chair, Yorkshire & Humber

Shas Ruparel - shas.ruparel@pmi.org.uk

Chair, London Region

Luca Giraudo - luca.giraudo@pmi.org.uk

Chair, North West Region

Saurabh Bhandari - saurabh.bhandari@pmi.org.uk

Chair, South West

Christopher Wainwright - christopher.wainwright@pmi.org.uk

Chair, Northern Ireland

Ariadna Cruz - ariadna.cruz@pmi.org.uk

Chair, Midlands Region

Priya Talwar - priya.talwar@pmi.org.uk

Chair, South Region

Franco Guarrella - franco.guarrella@pmi.org.uk                                            

Chair, Scotland North

Billy Grierson - billy.grierson@pmi.org.uk

Chair, Scotland South

Ian Wotherspoon - ian.wotherspoon@pmi.org.uk

If you wish to contact us, you can reach us by calling
+44 (0) 20 8751 5626 between 9 AM and 4 PM Monday to Friday.
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